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Introduction 

Research on the effect of tree architecture has mainly focussed on the effects of tree training on 
fruit yield and quality (Lauri and Laurens, 2005; Whiting et al., 2005; Costes et al., 2006). The 
different tree architectures developed with the intention of only increasing the fruit yield and quality 
might have a negative effect on the efficiency of plant protection product applications. Therefore, 
experimental and modelling approaches have been used in this work to assess the pesticide 
distribution in different plant training systems and compare the performance of different spraying 
machines for the different training systems. Four training systems (Apple classical, Pear classical, 
Pear T-hedge and Pear V-hedge) and three different spraying machines (a radial sprayer, a cross 
flow sprayer and a sprayer with individual air jets) were studied in this assessment. The 
performance of the sprayers is compared using the deposition they give on different parts of each 
training system (leaf and stem) and ground. 
 

Materials and Method 
The deposition measurements of the field experiments were done for each training system on 
three consecutive trees in a row having an inter-plant spacing of 1.75 m. The trees for the different 
training systems are represented in the model by their representative architecture for the stem and 
the branches and a porous subdomain for the leaves. The effect of leaves and small branches of 
the trees on air and spray flow and deposition was modelled using a vertical profile of leaf area 
density (LAD) and drag coefficient. The vertical profile of the LAD for each training system was 
calculated using the photographic gap fraction method. A stochastic deposition model which is a 
function of LAD and optical porosity was used to simulate the deposition of droplets on the leaves 
(Endalew et al., 2010). The simulation domain used has a height of 9m and different length and 
width depending on the type of tree architecture and sprayer simulated. The right hand side of half 
of the sprayer is represented in the domain using different shapes for the different sprayer types. A 
rectangular cross section, curved cross section and individual spouts respectively were used to 
represent the Duoprop, CondorV and Tango sprayers.  
A canopy profile of the wind measured during the experiment was used as a boundary condition on 
the respective directions to represent the effect of wind on the spray deposition and a pressure 
opening boundary condition was used for the remaining boundaries of the domain to represent the 
field experiment. The ground and tree branches were set as rough walls with yo=5mm ks=6mm 
respectively according to a study by (Endalew et al.2010). Reynolds averaged Navier-stokes 
(RANS) momentum equations and an extended k-ϵ turbulence model were solved in ANYS-CFX 
(ANSYS, Inc., Canonsburg, Pennsylvania, USA). 

Results 
The experimental and model results of the normalized on-target (leaf and stem) and ground spray 
depositions were compared for the different machines and training systems. There is in general a 
good agreement between the experimental and model results for all the different combinations of 
sprayer type and training system except for few mismatches in the position of their maximum 
values. 
 
 



                     
 
Fig.1 (a) Particle track plot showing effect of wind and (b) normalized leaf deposition profile for 
pear classical training system sprayed with Duoprop sprayer 
 
For the apple classical training system, CondorV and Tango sprayers show a higher leaf and stem 
deposition than the Duoprop sprayer. The Duoprop sprayer has a more uniform profile but lower 
deposition for both the stem and leaves and higher ground deposition. 
The leaf deposition for all the three sprayers is relatively comparable for the pear classical training 
system. The maximum stem deposition is obtained for the CondorV sprayer at 0.5m height. The 
Duoprop sprayer shows the lowest ground deposition behind the tree with Tango and CondorV 
sprayers having the same value. Tango gave the highest ground deposition in front of the tree.  
In the case of the Pear V-hedge training system, the Duoprop sprayer gives relatively higher leaf 
deposition at higher heights (more dense region) of the canopy and the CondorV and Tango 
sprayers give the highest leaf deposition at lower heights (less dense region) of the canopy. But all 
the sprayers have similar stem deposition for most of the tree height. Duorpop gave the highest 
ground deposition in front of the tree with the Tango and CondorV sprayers registering the 
maximum behind the tree.  
Only the Duoprop and CondorV sprayers were compared for the Pear T-hedge training system. 
The Duoprop sprayer has the highest value for both the leaf and stem deposition for the dense 
region of the canopy although the CondorV sprayer shows higher values at lower heights (less 
dense region) of the canopy. The Duoprop sprayer also gave a more uniform deposition 
throughout the height of the tree than the CondorV sprayer. Both sprayers gave a relatively 
comparable ground deposition both in front of the tree and behind the tree.  
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